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college aided
newspaper back
on MSC campus
By BRUCE ELLINGSON

Moorhead State College lias an on-campus student-subsidized
newspaper for the first time since the spring of 1969.
The paper, named Moorhead State ADVOCATE, is a cooperative
experiment by the Student Senate, college administration and the
Mass Communications Department.
The last campus newspaper to be published in part by student
fees, The Mistic, was suspended in May 1969 after it printed what
President Roland Dille called, "third degree four-letter words."
Since then three independent papers have been published — the
Mystic, the Moorhead Independent News (MIN) and a tri-college
venture, The Paper. All had financial difficulties and died because
of student disinterest.
The reincarnation of a college aided paper is due primarily to the
failure of these independents.
Last spring, after the MIN and The Paper had failed, it was
suggested to the MSC Student Senate that an off campus paper was
not feasible.
The Senate was told by members of the independent papers that
any successful paper must have financial support of the college and
professional aid from the Mass Communications Department.
During April and May negotiations began between the Senate,
the administration and the Mass Communications Department.
The administration agreed to the Senate's recommendation for an
on-campus paper. But the Mass Communications Department had
reservations.
First, the Mass Communications Department said it needed a
fulltime person to work with the paper. Secondly, they asked for
control of editorial content. These stipulations would insure the
paper would be a teaching and laboratory experience rather than
an opinion sheet, they said.
To satisfy these requirements the administration reassigned
Tom Lundquist, editor of the no longer published Newsletter and
director of information services in MSC's educational relations
office, as publisher and added a laboratory assistant to help the
Mass Communications Department.
In August John Rowell, president of the Student Senate and their
representative during the summer, okayed the administrations
final plan.
Responsibility for the paper is divided three ways. The
administration allocated $1,980 for one quarter, reassinged
Lundquist and added lab assistant to the Mass Communications
Department.
The senate allocated $1,667 for one quarter.
The Mass Communications Department added a two credit class
taught by Howard Binford. Mass communications majors with
beginning newswriting or basic photography and students with
sufficient previous experience are eligible.
Because the paper is an experiment, the triumvirate will
scrutinize the success of the paper and in November decide its
future.
Dr. Charles E.P. Simmons, dean of the social and behavorial
sciences and the administration's representative in this matter,
believes the meeting to be a formality. Rowell agrees.
Binford said, "There is no question at all that we went into this
with the idea that it be a permanent thing."
He foresees acceptance balancing on the paper's financial
stability and college acceptance. "The students must like the
paper," he says.
There is no subscription rate for students. But the money the
Student Senate allocated came from their student activity budget
which means that fulltime students will pay about 24 cents per
quarter through their student activity fees.
President Dille sees the paper serving both students and faculty
but not to be, "just a bulletin board." He pointed out the bulletin
board aspect is important.
"There will be opinions but probably two or three shades less
than before," he said. Asked what this meant he said, "We did not
exactly polarize the students after suspension of the last paper, but
it became so important to voice a point of view. The need to be
heard was so strong ..."
Lundquist, with whom control and accountability resides, says he
will not read every story to be printed but will have a good idea of
what goes into the paper.
"We want to be medium for many voices," he said, "But we want
to strive to tell both sides of an issue."
Managing positions are:
Editor Ralph Hallquist, mass communications senior,
Robbinsdale, Minn.; Associate Editor Bruce Ellingson, mass
communications senior, Benson, Minn.; Copy Editor Kathy Kraft,
mass communications and sociology senior, Moorhead; Feature
Editor Richard Clerke, mass communications junior, Richmond,
Va.; Sports Editor Tom Rockne, History senior, Fargo;
Photography Editor Jeff Carter, mass communications senior,
Fargo.
The ADVOCATE will be published every Thursday and
circulated on campus by the Circle K, a campus service
organization.
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parades,
queensmemories
For those of you who
remember Homecoming
Queens and parades of the past,
sit back and remember those
memories again for there will
be neither this year. That is
correct — the 1971 homecoming
festivities will lack the
traditional parade and
crowning of a Homecoming
Queen.
These program changes were
based on an analysis of surveys
taken by the Student Union
Programming Board last year.
The first was in the form of
letters mailed to colleges in 48
states by Kathy Johnson,
student events co-ordinator.
The letters asked what type of
activities, if any, each college
practiced in reference to
homecoming celebration.
Of the 31 replies received, 10
colleges had discontinued
homecoming altogether while
21 had retained some form of it.
Only three colleges of the 31
replying still held the
traditional festivities. Six
colleges still crowned a queen.
The second survey conducted
by the SUPB was held on the
Moorhead State College campus
during Spring quarter of 1971.
The random sampling
attempted to find out how MSC
students felt about homecoming
activities. Of the 764 students
questioned, 117 indicated a
complete disinterest; they
wanted all festivities dropped.
Of the total, 320 wanted
activities to continue with
changes in programming and
327 students felt homecoming
should be kept as in the past.
So who cut the queen
coronation and parade from the
schedule? The queen contest
was eliminated by the SUPB.
Their decision was based on the
student survey. The parade?
According to Kathy Johnson,
"Most of the parade floats have
...Continued on Page 2

A concert by Don Ellis and His Friends at Alex Nemzek
fieldhouse Tuesday night was the first event of Moorhead
State College's "Homecoming of the Mind."

students to be charged
50* for each game
MSC students may be
charged 50c admission to home
football games starting Oct. 16.
The budget committee and
Student Senate have
recommended this be done
experimentally.
President Roland Dille has
said he must "touch some more
bases"; that is, contact more
people and do more research,
before he decides whether to
approve admission charge.
Chairman of the budget

committee, Dr. Eugene
Phillips, chairman of the
Economics
Department,
stressed it should be tried.
Phillips said one reason for the
charge would be to see "how
popular these things are among
the students. It gives us another
guide, another variable". If
students enjoy sports enough
they should be willing to pay a
minimal fee, Dr. Phillips feels.
The big problem is money.
...Continued on Page 2

college men eligible
for student deferments
College men who were
enrolled full-time during the
1970-71 academic year are
eligible for student deferments
this year if they continue to
make satisfactory progress in
their programs of study.
This includes men who were
1-A last year but would like to
take out a II-S this year because
they drew low lottery numbers
in the Aug. 5 lottery. It does not
include men who entered
college for the first time this
summer or this fall.
Students at MSC can apply for

a student deferment by
obtaining forms SSS109 and
SSS104 at either the registrar's
office or the Counseling Center.
Men who wish to RENEW their
II-S can do so by simply
completing SS109.
Draft conseling is available at
MSC from Don Atkinson in the
Counseling Center (236-2227),
Rev. Richard Kretzschmar of
United Campus Ministry (2330606), or Tim Madigan in the
student union (home phone 2367449). Answers to the following
questions concerning the draft

were supplied by Don Atkinson.
Q — What is the present
status of the draft law?

A — We are presently
operating under the Selective
Service Act of 1967. Although
the major portion of that law
remains in effect, the most
important provision of the law,
the power to induct registrants,
expired on July 1, 1971. An
extension of the draft law has
been passed by the House of
...Continued on Page 2
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Service and getting away with
it.
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dips 100
Fall quarter student
enrollment at Moorhead State
College is from 100 to 150
students fewer than last year
according to Registrar Donald
Engberg.
Exact figures, however, will
not be available until after the
10th day of classes due to late
registrations and scheduling
changes.
The enrollment drop is the
first since 1957 when student
population decreased from 975
to 948. Decrease seems to be
concentrated mainly in number
of newly entering freshman.
MSC's enrollment has more
than quintupled since 1950 when
801 students were enrolled. Last
year the enrollment figure was
5,351. According to Engberg,
there has been no significant
change in enrollment since 1968.
Engberg cited economic
difficulties and a slump in
teacher employment market as
being the main reasons for the
decrease. He stated that
national changes in financial
aid programs have made aid
more difficult to merit than in
past years.
The current increase in
tuition is also stinging some
students. The tuition factor is
probably not affecting
enrollment this year, however,
as much as it did last year when
the increase was much greater.
The slumping teacher
employment market is
especially affecting enrollment
in state colleges because they
tend to have a higher proportion
of education majors than
private colleges and
universities.
Engberg does not consider
more stringent admission
requirements to be reflective on
the enrollment drop.
When asked how a decrease in
student population affects the
college, Engberg replied,
"Funds appropriated to the
college are directly
proportional to student
enrollment. Hie administration
projects the enrollment to
establish the budget. If
enrollment is substantially
above or below the projection,
difficulties arise."
He pointed out that the
problem of hiring too few or too
many teachers is a major one
when enrollment chages
without anticipation by the
administration.
Student activities will be
greatly affected by decreased
enrollment because these
activities are financed by an
activity fee of $30 per quarter
which amounts to $90 a year
paid by each student. What this
means is that if the enrollment
is decreased by 100 students, the
yearly activity fund is
decreased by $9,000.
Steps that might be taken to
remedy the problem are not yet
available, according to
Engberg.

Q — Can a registrant obtain a
C.O. classification if he failed to
indicate he was a C.O. when he
first registered for the draft?

Representative and just passed
in the Senate.
Q — Can freshmen who

entered school this past
summer or this fall obtain a II-S
under the old law?
A — Yes, but they will lose it

when the new law is passed.
President Nixon has been a
prime force in doing away with
the II-S. He has the power, undr
the new law, to reinstate the II-S
at his descretion. He is expected
to do this.

Q — How high is the lottery
expected to go this year?

A — There is no way ot
knowing at present. Registrants
should be very skeptical of any
report, including newspaper
and local board reports, that set
any ceiling at this point. Preinduction physicals have been
halted at number 140 for 1971
but only as a matter of
efficiency and the numbers
called are expected to exceed
140 after the new law is finally
nassed.
Q — Is it true that a registrant
with a high number can drop his
deferment in December, go 1-A,
and by the following January be
safe from the draft?

A — Fo the most part yes —
but there are some problems
with this especially now with
the uncertainty over the status
of the new law. No one should
drop his II-S without first
consulting a draft counselor.

Q — What are the alternatives
available to a registrant with a
low number who does not want
to be drafted?

A — Basically, there are five
alternatives. Stated very
briefly, they are:
1. Join a national guard or
reserve unit or enlist for active
duty in one of the armed forces.
2. Seek a deferment. Many
men who feel they are in
excellent health can obtain
medical deferments but
documentation by a doctor of
some problem, no matter how.
minor the registrant may feel it
is, is essential. Student
deferments are still available to
those men who were enrolled in
college full-time last year.
Hardship deferments are
available, but often difficult to
substantiate, especially for a
college student. There are a few
other deferments but few
students qualify for them.
3. Seeking a C.O.
classification. Although C.O.'s
are still drafted, if their number
is called, they serve for two
years in a non-military or noncombatant capacity, depending
on the C.O. position they take.

4. Emigration to another
country. The problem here is
that once a man is in violation of
the draft law, he cannot return
to the U.S. without being
prosecuted for draft evasion.
5. Resistance to the draft.
Once registered for the draft,
however, this can mean a
maximum penalty of five years
imprisonment, a $10,000 fine, or
both. An increasing number of
18 years olds are simply failing
to register with Selective
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A — Very definitely. But he
must file his C.O. claim before
he receives an induction order,
otherwise he must wait until he
is in uniform to file and it's
much more difficult to get the
C.O. classification once you are
in the military.

homecoming . . .
. . . Continued From Page 1
been made by the Greeks. This
year, they just don't want to
spend the money." Therefore,
the homecoming parade was
d i s c o n t i n u e d f o r l a c k of
interest.
Undaunted,
homecoming
festivities will be held. This
year the theme is
"Kaleidoscope" and the events
will be an attempt to discover
what students will actually
attend in conjunction with
homecoming celebrations.
A brass concert was
presented featuring Don Ellis
and his friends. Also on the
schedule will be a number of
workshops involving instruction
in such areas as karate, guitar
and macrame. Dr. Clarence
Glasrud, head of the English
Department, will discuss
"Mark Twain Revisited" and
Dr. Myron Murray, former
dean of Graduate Studies, will
discuss "The New American
Revolution."
For those who lean toward
involvement in a sporting event,
an 18-hole golf tournament will
be held at the Moorhead
Country Club. A $5 entry fee is
required and prizes will be
awarded to the top three
players of each flight.
Lest it be forgotten, the entire
homecoming activity is
centered around the
homecoming football game.
The Dragons of MSC will meet
the Winona Sate College team
Saturday at 3:30 on the Nemzek
stadium field.
For the alumni there will be
special reunion programs for
members of all classes
graduating in years ending with
a "1" or a "6" from 1926 to 1971.

Department. He added he hoped
this could be used to get an
increase in the Athletic
Department's budget.
In an interview last spring
with Kevin Rognlie of KMSC
radio, Fortier estimated crowd
sizes for home games at 14,000
spectators. The coach now
stresses these figures were
rough guesses on his part and
they do include students.
Fortier was unable to give an
estimate of anticipated income
for this football season.
The athletic committee voted
against any charge, according
to Phillips, who is on that
committee also. He said he did
vote for the charge.

Another rationale for the
charge was proposed by Dr.
Phillips who said "there is no
griping about paying 50c for a
play, so why should there be for
football?"
Hie reserve fund is available.
to finance any extraordinary
event which may come up and
to protect the college if an
activity fails to bring in money,
explained the budget committee
chairman.
President Dille explained
1971-72 budget had not been set
before "MSC ADVOCATE" had
been approved. Financing the
paper has been one reason for
needed income.

charge . . .
. . . Continued From Page 1
"Hie budget committee nas
always tried to reflect in their
thinking and recommendations
the best interest of the student
b o d y b y m a k i n g
recommendations that are fair
and economically justifiable,"
says Phillips. But some
activities are growing and new
ones are competing for
allocations. Plus — with
enrollment down it is
impossible to meet everyone's
needs, the Economics professor
explained.
The Athletic Department was
allocated $45,500 from student
activity fees for the fiscal year
Bush pockets, patch back pockets,
of 1970-71. I n c o m e of a n y
flared. Great fit for guys and girls.
department, which is funded by
student money, must be
$10.00-$11.00 a pair.
returned to a reserve fund. The
Athletic Department made
$5,250 which did become part of
the reserve fund.
63 BROADWAY
Ross Fortier, head football
FARGO
coach, has said the suggested
charge "doesn't make much
difference" to the Athletic S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S
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senate forms committee
for voter registration
The MSC Student Senate Sept.
20 established an ad hoc
committee to facilitate effective
registration this fall of the
newly-enfranchised 18, 19 and
20-year-olds on this campus to
qualify them for voting in the
Nov. 2 Moorhead City Election.
Discussion at this and
previous Senate meetings,
going back to last spring, has
repeatedly touched also on the
possibility of a student-backed
student or faculty member
running for the mayor's chair or
an alderman's seat this fall.
Currently, the only state-wide
residency pre-requisites for
registering in Minnesota are 30
days domicile in a given
precinct before election day and
a general intention that he
intends to make this community
his home.
Persons who will be 18 years
old or older and will have
resided here 30 days by election
day, Nov. 2, and have preregistered on or before Oct. 12
in the Moorhead City Clerk's

YOUR
KIND
OF STYLE
Keepsake^
REGISTERED DIAMOND

RINGS

Classic, contemporary or inbetween ... whateveryourstyle,
we have it in our Keepsake col
lection. Come see for yourself.
JUDD S300
WEDDING RING 150
CALYPSO $175
WEDDING RING 50

f

Uetuelru

HOLIDAY MALL
M O O R H E A D , MINNESOTA

Office, 417 Center Ave., will be
allowed to vote Nov. 2.
Much discretion has been left
to individual city clerks this
summer and fall in Minnesota
communities with colleges andor area technical schools
concerning voter registration of
students who spend the
approximately 9-month school
year in the school community
but whose family homes are
elsewhere.
In serving the newlyenfranchised younger voters
this year, Moorhead City Clerk
Everett Lecy has been
continuing a long-standing
practice of his of requiring
voting registrants new to the
city to sign a card stating he or
she will not vote in any outside
community they formerly
considered home.
The final registration dates in
Lecy's Office in Moorhead City
Hall for participating in the
Nov. 2 election are Oct. 7, 8 and
12. He will keep his office open
from 7 to 9 p.m. on those dates
especially to give last-minute
registrants an extra
opportunity to come in.
Student Senator Rod
Halvorson, Appleton senior,
who has been attending
Moorhead City Council
meetings in recent months,
noted most MSC students who
came to Moorhead from out-oftown to enroll for the opening of
fall quarter earlier this month
will have met the minimum 30day residency requirement for
registering by Oct. 7, 8 or 12.
After moving successfully for
the creation of the special ad
hoc committee on voter
registration at the Sept. 20th
meeting, Senator Rod
Halverson, Appleton senior,
noted the"good chance"ianMSC
student or faculty member
might have as a candidate if
this fall's mayor's race involves
three or more candidates and no
incumbent. This appears to be a
strong possibility.
He noted Mayor R.M.
Stordahl had announced he will
not seek re-election this fall and
that there already have been
two men frequently mentioned
as possible contenders — R.S.
Gilderhus, former president of
the Moorhead Area Chamber of
Commerce, and Dwaine
Hoberg, assistant professor of
Physical Education at MSC and
former football coach, who is
nearing the end of his second 4-

— OPEN MONDAY & FRIDAY NIGHTS—

MOORHEAD
STATE BANK

Holiday Mall Shopping Center

Where All The Dragons
Shop!
233-6141

year term as alderman.
Basic requirements for a
candidate for mayor or
alderman are a minimum 21
years of age and residency
requirements the same as those
for voting.
Four of the eight aldermen's
seats will be involved in this
Nov. 2 election, also, and
Senator Halvorson noted the
usual turn-out of voters for a
Council election in Moorhead
has been only 600 to 700 per
ward in recent years.
After passage of the motion
creating the ad hoc body,
Senate President John Rowell,
Moorhead senior, appointed to
the committee: Neil Johnson,
Sabin junior, chairman;
Senator John Shonyo,
Rochester junior; Mark
Edward Johnson, Hibbing
sophomore; Paul Ottinger,
Jamestown, N.D., junior, and
Senator Halvorson.
Later, it was announced
President Rowell and Johnson
would be meeting Tuesday,
Sept. 21, with student leaders on
the Concordia College Campus
to discuss possible coordinated
efforts.
In another meeting Sept. 21,
between Senator Halvorson and
Mrs. Ruth Herring, president of
the Moorhead League of Women
Voters, to discuss joint efforts
between League members and
students on spreading voter
registration information and
possible transportation aid for
persons desiring to register, it

was noted there may be two
possible referendum votes on
the Nov. 2 ballot of particular,
interest to many students.
There might be a question
concerning discontinuance of
the Fargo-Moorhead City Bus
Line, currently supported by
major grants from the two
cities, and possible
discontinuance of the use of the
old Moorhead Post Office as a
home for the Red River Art
Center.
Mrs. Herring and Halvorson
also noted the possibility of
women candidates running for
mayor and-or aldermen's seats
with student support.
In other business at their first
two meetings of this school
year, senators:
+ Changed their regular
weekly meeting date from
Wednesday evenings to 4 p.m.
Mondays;

RAUSCH
LIQUORS
711

MAIN, MOORHEAD
233-4900

+ Learned from Senator
David Strauss, Valley City,
N.D., senior, college
administrators need a formal
written request from the Senate
on file before they will consider
flying the green and white
ecology flag the Senate bought
last year daily from MSC's
main flag pole;
-I- Heard President Rowell
report he is taking steps to
procure more bulletin board
space about campus for Senate
announcements and has
obtained some spot
announcements on KMSC to
promote Senate programs;
+ Tabled final action on a
motion by Senator Shonyo

Hanson to prepare mural
Doug Hanson, a 1969 graduate
of Moorhead State College, was
picked from a field of 10 entries
to prepare a mural which will
be placed in the new addition of
Comstock Memorial Union.
The mural, named "ManNature Nature-Man," will be
made of clay and steel. The
14xl0-foot mural will be placed
on a portion of the east wall,
close to the new north entrance,
at the end of a long main eastwest ground-floor corridor.
He plans to send a scale
model of the project to MSC and
will have the mural in place
before the January 1 deadline.
He will be building it at his
home in Mt. Vernon, Iowa.
Hanson, 28, attended North
Dakota State School of Science,
Wahpeton, N.D., from 1963-64.
He went to Fergus Falls Junior
College, Fergus Falls, Minn.,
for a year, then came to MSC in
1965.
He received a B.S. degree in
Industrial Technology in 1968
and a B.S. degree in Art
Ceramics and Sculpture in 1969.
He also attended the University
of Washington Seattle, for a
year, and then received an M.A.
in Art Ceramics and M.F.A. in
Art from the University of Iowa.
Two scholarships and three
assistantships aided Hanson
during his years of school. He
worked two years in the art field
and entered numerous
competitive and invitational
exhibitions.

A budget of $1,500 provided
for the project and MSC Art
Department students, former
students or graduate students
were eligible.
A jury of four, Dr. John
Jenkins and Richard Szeitz,
both of the Art Department, and
Gail Ward and Bob Hest, both
MSC juniors, considered
entries.

The Finest Liquors,
Chilled Wines and

WRIGHT
KNITS
ARE
FOR
LOOKING
GOOD
Get Wright knits for the comfort
and fit you want. Wright knit
slacks keep the shape they're
in—and all their shapes are
the greatest. New fashion
colors, of course. Knits are the
big hit fashion now... and
we have all the Wright knits
you've been waiting to wear.

ef

at
<S><9&

-t- Learned from Senator
Shonyo that students can expect
the student-operated Senatebacked second-hand book store
to be back in operation at the
opening of winter quarter.

+++++

uunight slacks

bombershut

calling for MSC to cut its
affiliation with the National
Student Association until
President Rowell can prepare a
letter to NSA detailing his
criticisms of it;

119 Broadway, Fargo

Cold Keg Beers
in the Northwest.
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opinion page
exit
left

By Ralph Hallquist
Editor

advocater

When founding and discussing the goals of a campus newspaper
such as the ADVOCATE, a conflict arises concerning that paper's
responsibility to both its student body and the administration.
Before this first issue of the ADVOCATE even reached the press,
various groups had approached our offices and indicated their
views of what a student newspaper should accomplish this time.
The two most popular (and conflicting) views feel that a campus
paper should reflect all areas of student life, regardless of
popularity in terms of members or supporters, and a paper should
become the political voice of its students at the expense of such
established fields as sports, entertainment or social notices.
The ADVOCATE will follow the more "conservative" approach
to college journalism outlined in the first choice because it appears
that the campus and community need more information on all
aspects of life at MSC.
The advocate cannot become the spokesman for any cause (as
have some publications in the past) no matter how large,
influential, important or "morally right".
While some students feel that athletics no longer have a place on
this campus, near-capacity crowds at last year's basketball and
this fall's football games indicate more than the mild interest of a
few; hence the inclusion of a sports page.
On the other hand, radical student political activities may not
attract as many participants or spectators but full knowledge of
their position isof utmost importance in understanding and solving
contemporary problems which can't be escaped.
Since the Mass Communications Department shares a large
responsibility in publishing the ADVOCATE, it can be expected
that news stories will aim toward the journalistic ideal of
objectivity while expressions of opinion will be reserved for the
editorial page.
With these basic objectives in mind, the ADVOCATE will attempt
to provide a channel of communication for the entire Moorhead
State College community, whether the readers be students or
faculty, concerned or apathetic.
While this represents another experiment in the history of college
journalism at MSC, it can become a valuable addition to campus
life if the ends we are trying to serve are realized and respected.

Phy. Ed. senator
Michael Merritt resigns
A ruling of the Moorhead
State College Student Senate
Constitution and lack of
available time led to the
resignation Monday of physical
education Senator Michael
Merritt, Hopkins, Minn.
Merritt's
announcement
came in the form of a verbal
resignation to Student Senate
President John Rowell.
Merritt said that he was not
pressured by the senate or his
department to resign but that he
was finding it difficult to finish
up the year and "have time to
give all," to the senate.
Rowell commented Merritt
has missed four meetings since
he became a senator last
spring.
The Constitution of the
Student Senate states "after a
student Senate member has
been absent four times during
his term of office, the executive
committee shall determine any
action to be taken against him."

The executive committee had
decided that Merritt would be
allowed a fifth absence before
any action would be taken.
Rowell stated that a senator
could not miss that much and
still be serving the students.
''Athletes need full
representation, just like
everybody else," the Senate
president added.
The senator from the
Physical Education department
represents coaching, health,
health-physical education and
recreation, and recreation
majors.
Rowell said the Senate
Executive Committee would
like to fill Merritt's position
within two weeks if possible.
There must be a vote within the
senate (approved by two-thirds
of the senate) to decide if there
will be a general election or if
the position will be filled by
someone approved by the
senate.

By John Rowell
Student Senate President
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A few short months ago a certain faculty member of this college
referred to me as a "student radical who was thrown out of two or
three colleges before he came here."
When I took office as Student Senate president, I little realized
that part of the job was to inspire literary novices to create good
fiction. Nevertheless, it is more than pleasing to find that in the
performance of my regular duties, I was able to contribute to the
culture of the college.
Not all the student senators have been able to inspire such
creativity; they have simply failed to seek notoriety as I have. But
if they have so failed, they have succeeded in bringing about a
number of changes in this college that are important to us all.
The student adviser program, set up by former senator Colleen
Hegranes, proved to be invaluable this summer in advising
incoming freshmen.
A Senate-sponsored evaluation of faculty, conducted on a limited
basis this spring, is a marked departure from the old method,
replacing a computerized form with more human and more precise
questions demanding written responses.
The controversy surrounding the allocation of student activities
funds last spring will be at least partially resolved by a referendum
this fall in which students will indicate their preferences for the
various activities to whicb activities funds go.
And in a continuing effort to communicate with the students that
the senators serve and represent, the senators will continue the
program begun by Senator Dave Strauss in April to go directly to
the dorms and to various departments on campus, listening and
gathering information and opinions.
At the beginning of this fall quarter, the Senate finds itself with
three vacancies, and with positions on 22 student-faculty
committees to fill. The possibilities of involvement for any student
are as unlimited as the Senate is able to make them.
For the average student, there seems to be a somewhat
threatening mystique about the Student Senate - a mystique that is,
above all, alienating. Part of the fault lies in the Senate's failure to
communicate adequately with the students.
We are, however, continuing to reach out to the students in an
effort to improve communication and understanding. But we must
also depend on the students to come to us. Our office is upstairs in
the Union, and visiting hours are considerably more liberal than
those of the Clay County Jail. A student needn't be 21 to be allowed
to visit us, either.
In the near future, we will publicize the times and places at which
senators will be available to meet with faculty and students outside
the hallowed precincts of the Senate offices. Let us know what's on
your mind and we'll try to take it off.
The Senate faces fall quarter with certain commitments and
hopes - among them a voter registration drive for students, a new
free university program, and cooperation with the E-Quality
program to improve it and help in raising funds.
The Senate CAN function alone, without help from the student
body at large; if it is to be a truly representative and effective
student government, though, a great amount of involvement by
interested students is necessary.
And always, of course, seekers of notoriety are welcome - the
future of fiction may depend upon them.

the advocate
The Moorhead State College ADVOCATE is published weekly by
Moorhead State College, Moorhead, Minn., during the academic year,
except during quarter breaks and vacation periods. Opinions
expressed herein a r e not necessarily those of the college
administration, faculty or student body. Editorial offices are located
at the south end of the Flora Frick Hall main floor. Phone number is
(218) 236-2109. The ADVOCATE is printed by Lakes Publishing
Company, Detroit Lakes, Minn.
Ralph Hallquist, Editor
Bruce Ellingson, Associate Editor
Jeff Carter, Chief Photographer
Richard Clerke, Feature Editor
Tom Rockne, Sports Editor
Webb White, Advertising & Business Mngr.
Kathy Kraft, Production
Tom Lundquist, Publisher
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Dr. Dille sets 8 goals for '71-72
Dr. Roland Dille outlined
eight goals for the 1971-72 year
at a faculty meeting Monday
In the first goal Dr. Dille said
long and short-range planning is
needed for improvements that
come from within, if resources
for expanded or new programs
aren't available.
In the second goal Dr. Dille
suggested that a college-withina-college be created for
students who wished to enroll in
less than bacculariate
programs.
He proposed a broadening of
the major curricula in the third
goal, to give more profoundly
human, broader concerns to the
major curricula. Dr. Dille said
he'd like to see three courses
added to every major program
that would give students
historical context, ethical
implications, and a connection
between the major discipline
and some other courses.
He added that such a
curricular revision would
permit greater experimentation
in the general studies.
In the fifth goal, Dr. Dille said
a greater variety of experiences
should be planned including
lecture courses and seminars,
independent study,
collaboration with teachers in
research, and study away from
the campus.
Teachers must reexamine
their instructional practices,
Dr. Dille said in the sixth goal.
Teachers could use technology,
a wider range of teaching
styles, and develop ways of
measuring effectiveness and
evaluation of students.
"Almost every course taught
should move the student
through carefully meshed
parts and each part should be
systematically tested," Dille
said.
Professional development is

IN T H E N E X T F O U R W E E K S
WE WILL PRESENT
FOUR OF THE MOST
SPECTACULAR FILMS OF ALL
T I M E S H O W N IN T H E
MAGNIFICENCE OF WIDE
SCREEN COLOR &
STEREOPHONIC SOUND

Starts - FRI., SEPT. 24

the ultimate trip

200I=ASPACE
ODYSSEY
Next Week
FRI., OCT. 1

"GONE WITH
THE WIND"
Coming
FRI., OCT.8
"7 BRIDES FOR
7 BROTHERS"
Coming
FRI.,OCT. 15

DOCTOR
ZlliWt.O
Shows Each Eve.
Matinees Sat.-Sun.
Regular Admission

A MAN'S DESPERATION...A WOMAN'S PASSION...
A GIRL'S DESIRE...
A BOY'S AWAKENING

needed, Dr. Dille said, in the
seventh point. Every faculty
member should discuss with his
chairman what he hopes to
contribute to the college and
what he will accomplish
professionally.
He reminded the teachers
that the Rules and Regulations
require just such evaluations of
termed faculty.
In the final point, Dr. Dille
said that "departments will
need to study their
requirements and to decide
whether all needs of the
discipline are being met by the
courses offered.

Clay County GOP
invites new voters
to panel Monday
The Republican Central
Committee of Minnesota's Clay
County has extended an
invitation to all newenfranchised 18,19 and 20-yearold citizens of the Moorhead
State College campus to attend
a panel discussion.
The meeting will be held in
Concordia College's new
dormitory complex Monday at 8
p.m.
The purpose of the meeting
will be to orient the new
potential voter to the aims of the
Republican Central Committee.
Three main topics will be
dealt with by a panel of
committee members. They are,
the overall impact of the new
young voters on our political
system; specific problems
facing the young voter, such as
the mechanics of voter
registration and what the
Minnesota Republican Party is
doing to help these new voters.

Dr. Lerud is the new student senate
advisor and MSC health service director.

Dr. LeRud named
student senate advisor
Dr. Mark LeRud, campus
physician, was named as the
new Moorhead State College
Student Senate advisor May 26.
After a time with no official
adviser the Senate chose Dr.
LeRud as their special resource
person with the approval of
MSC President Roland Dille.

Mary Travers In
Concert At Concordia College
Tickets At
Daveaus in Fargo
and
C400 Building
or Call

Color

The
excitement
of

V
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HAL
WALLIS
PRODUCTION

KY AT MORNING
NOW SHOWING

STARRING AS THE YOUNG ONES

STARRING AS THE ADULTS

RICHARD THOMAS •CATHERINE BURNS
DESIARNAZ, JR.

RICHARD CRENNA-CLAIRE BLOOM
JOHN COLICOS • HARRY GUARDING

7:15 - 9:30

He also pointed out to the
Senate that fifty cents of the
$14.50 health insurance fee paid •
by all students covered, was
being used to support insurance
for interscholastic athletics
rather than it's earmarked use
for covering administrative
expenses.

That book
is now
The film!

NOW SHOWING

He would like to get the
student body more involved in
the Senate and has suggested
agendas and minutes of the
Senate meetings be made
a v a i l a b l e t o help,
communication.
from Columbia Pictures O S

CINEMA 70-

- -

When the new Senate
President, Phil Norgard,
pointed out there was no
adviser, in the fall of 1970, the
Senate decided against
appointing one.
Dr. LeRud, who has definite
ideas as to his position, wants to
make sure the Senate is more
than an "all day lollipop" set up
by the administration to
appease the students.

A FRANKCMCH PRODUCTION

Nightly — 7:15 - 9:15
Sat. & Sun. Cont. 1:15

He has aided the Senate on a
number of occasions. Once
advising them to switch
insurance companies, saving
the students about $2 million by
buying a less expensive health
insurance program with almost
the same coverage.

A new committee, the Health
Service Advisory Committee,
has been formed at his
suggestion. He hopes it will
provide feedback on student
reactions to the operation of the
Health Service.
The Senate has been without
an official adviser since the
spring of 1970, when the term of
Dr. Charles Magel expired.

the
night
makes
ThR

He was chosen because of his
previous contacts with the
Senate as their unofficial
adviser and his involvement
with students through his
position as campus physician.

237-0022

Located in the Southgate Shopping Area
1 Mile South of 1-94 on U.S. 81

He disapproves of abstentions
by senators for lack of
knowledge about the topic being
voted on.
He thinks all senators should
take the Senate seriously
enough to attend all meetings.
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SS working for more 'humane',
more exacting faculty evaluation forms
The Student Senate has set-up
an alternative to the
computerized facultyevaluation forms. The new
forms are made with the intent
of keeping the human element
and allowing room for pertinent
comment.
Last spring, a Student Senate
committee was appointed to
examine the old computerized
form, pinpoint its weaknesses,
and suggest changes that ought
to be made in writing a new one.
A new evaluation form was then
composed using as a basis the
old computerized form and a
faculty-evaluation system used
by Georgetown University,
Washington, D.C.
This new form was then made
available to the faculty last
Spring quarter. Only about 20
instructors conducted faculty
evaluations using the Student
Senate form. But, of the
students who filled out this
form, a vast majority preferred
it to the computerized method,
judging by favorable comments
written on many of the papers.
Fewer accepted the
computerized form. Quite a few
instructors did not conduct
evaluations of any kind, since it
was not mandatory. This was
probably due to bad
experiences in the past, such as
students skipping class on
evaluation day. It is also

fellowship
offered
MSC students interested in
being nominated for Danforth
Fellowships to be awarded in
March 1972 are cautioned they
must contact Dr. Charles
Magel, chairman of the
Philosophy
Department,
Bridges Hall 260 b, and local
Danforth representative, before
Oct. 15.
Danforth Fellows are eligible
for four years of financial
assistance for graduate study,
with a maximum annual living
stipend of $2,700 for single
Fellows and $2,950 for married
Fellows, plus tution and fees.
Dependency allowances are
available. Financial need is
NOT a condition for
consideration.
Some 100 of these fellowships
will be awarded next March.
Offered by the Danforth
Foundation of St. Louis, Mo.,
these fellowships are offered to
men and women who are
seniors or recent graduates of
accredited colleges in the U.S.,
who have serious interest in
college teaching as a career and
who plan to study for a
doctorate in a field common to
the undergraduate college.
Applicants may be single or
married, must be under 30
years of age at the time of
application and may not have
begun any graduate or
professional study beyond the
baccalaureate at the time of
application.
Danforth Fellows may hold
certain other fellowships such
as Ford, Fulbright, National
Science, Rhodes, etc.,
concurrently and will be
Danforth Fellows without
stipend until such other awards
lapse.

BUD'S
ROLLER RINK

233-2494
Junction Hwy. 10 & 75

possible some instructors
simply do not like to be
evaluated.

offer. It can much more
accurately gauge the quality of
an instructor, since each
question is worded in such a
way as to allow the student
room for a thorough answer,
without the use of a lettered
rating system.

When asked what was wrong
with the computerized form,
Rowell said that it is too
restrictive. On each question or
statement in the form, a student
is to rate his instructor by.
The results of the evaluations
giving him a grade anywhere
from A, the highest rating, to E, would then be summarized by
students rather than
the lowest.
computers, and copies would be
This does not give the student sent to the mailboxes of campus
adequate opportunity to express residents. Stacks of the results
his opinions accurately or in would also be deposited in each
detail. Consequently, the of the halls on campus, in order
compiled results of the to make them available to those
evaluations, which influence living off campus.
teaching promotions and
Rowell admits the Student
tenure, are inaccurate.
Senate faculty-evaluation
Another weakness in the old system got off to a limited start,
form is the fact that it is done but he hopes that this year the
entirely by computer, ignoring s y s t e m w i l l b e f u r t h e r
the human element.
improved. He wouldlike to see a
The results of the evaluations committee appointed which
are then kept in a file in the would be responsible for
S t u d e n t P e r s o n n e l o f f i c e . conducting faculty-evaluations,
Relatively few students see of which any student could be a
them, since few know their part.
whereabouts.
If conducted properly, the
Rowell told the ADVOCATE faculty-evaluations system
improvements the Student could be an invaluable aid to
Senate evaluation form has to both students and faculty.

Pouring over the paper-work in his new office is Don Jenson,
CMU director. (ADVOCATE PHOTO)

Buttons Campaign
Homecoming Comic
== "Better Stamps Since 1885"
1

"-

Standi

TRANSCENDENTAL
MEDITATION
AS TAUGHT BY

MAHARISHI
MAHESH
YOGI
Intorductory Lecture by Bill Witherspoon
Tuesday, September 28
4 P.M. RM 102 Memorial Union, NDSU
8 P.M. RM 110 Biology Auditorium, M.S.C.

WELCOME
DRAGONS
For Your
Homecoming Needs

OUR GREAT $5 ROYAL KNIGHT
LONG SLEEVE SHIRT
An outstanding value in any man's language. Our

Football Mum Corsages
With Dragon Ribbon

$

2.50

Town and Country
Flowers

Royal Knight dress shirts are not somebody else's
shirts with our label in them. They are made
expressly for us, to our own specifications. We
specified every detail, from the polyester-cotton
blend of the fabric for carefree permanent press
performance, to the careful attention to detail in the
finishing of the shirt. The choice of long pointed
collars and 2 button cuffs was ours, as with the
selection of the solid colors, wide and narrow
stripes, wallpaper prints and new geometric prints.
Sizes 141/2 (32 - 33), 15 (32 - 34), 15V2 - 16 - I6V2 (32 35). All made in the U.S.A. Come in and choose
yours soon. We guarantee you'll be satisfied.
P.S. While you're in, take a good look at all of our
great looking $2.50 Royal Knight®Ties.

1301 - 2nd St. So., Moorhead
233-1323

Plenty of Parking

MEN'SSTORE —MAIN FLOOR

Inc.
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frosh justice
to be discussed
"Justice for Freshmen" has
been selected as the topic for a
series of six conferences to be
sponsored this fall by the
American Association for
Higher Education (AAHE).

She said that this was due to
the great deal of readily
available help for discouraged
or confused students on the MSC
campus.

One of the conferences will be
held at Macalester College, St.
Paul, on Oct. 12, will be
attended by two representatives
from Moorhead State College:
Mrs. Lois Selberg, faculty
adviser for Moorhead State's
"student adviser" program,
and Mrs. Colleen Hegranes,
student coordinator for the
program.

Pictured here is the newly expanded Etcetera Shop, located in the new addition
of CMU. (ADVOCATE PHOTO)

MSC Comstock Union
undergoes refurbishing
By CONI HANSON
Moorhead State College's
Comstock Memorial Union is
haying its face lifted. The $1.6
million project will
approximately double the
existing 38,000 square feet of
space. Completion is expected
near end of fall quarter, but so
far no plans for a grand opening
have been announced.
A majority of the new
addition is being used for
lounges and will be furnished
with square-line furniture
_ similar to that presently being
used in the Union.
Seven meeting areas, one
*" which is informal, can be
-*• subdivided into 12 rooms, and
will be available to any
organization on campus by
appointment. Small groups of
students also may reserve these
rooms for a maximum of four
hours.
Other new areas include; a
fireplace lounge with a small
amphitheater which can be
used for poetry readings, group
discussions, or musical
activities; a music listening
lounge where 50 stereo albums
will be available at the push of a
„ button; new publications rooms
for The Moorhead State
Advocate; and a radio studio for
KMSC.
New KMSC studios are
arranged so possible
ogramming expansion of the
station could be made easily.
A projection booth and screen
*- are built into the ballroom,
which can be divided into six
"separate areas if desired. With
new facilities it will be possible
to serve a banquet of 800 people
^in 20 to 25 minutes.
Expansion of the snack bar
includes a raised level patio
style area which is connected to
the existing snack bar by sliding
glass doors. Vending machines
* celling items for bag lunches
are located at the back of the
new area and will be available
on a 24-hour basis.
~ Underneath the new snack
bar will be the coffee house
which will replace the Salty
Dog. It will seat 120 people
comfortably, and 300 at a
maximum. Entertainment will
be similar to that which the
Salty Dog has previously
provided.
A mini-art gallery complete
.with track lighting will display
student art work. Only
furnishing in this area is a five
-foot ottoman.
- On the first floor a 10 by 14
foot mural will be painted. The
painter's name has not yet been
disclosed, but he or she does
have affiliations with MSC.

The Student Senate will use
the same room as before, but
hall areas have been widened.
One of the interesting features
of the corridors are the corners.
Instead of meeting at right
angles they branch out into a
lounge area with a small
balcony attached.
The old publications room has
been divided into eight
compartments which groups
can rent to use as office spaces.
In the hallway will be the
organizational bulletin boards
which were previously located
in MacLean.
The Student Union
Programming Board has its
new offices in the upper west
side of the addition. They have
offices, work areas, and an
adjoining meeting room. SUPB
will be in charge of an arts and
crafts center located across
from its offices. Painting, silkscreen, and macrame are
examples of projects they will
offer.
An expanded television
lounge is located in the
northwest corner. Next to this is
the "Combo Room," a room
where students can come to
practice their musical
instruments or congregate for
jam sessions.
The new Et Cetera Shop has
increased sales since it moved
to its new location. This is
necessary because the Student
Union is basically self
sufficient. They pay their own
utilities, keep their own payroll
for maintenance, and have a
$20,000 payroll for student
workers.
Money for this project has
come from student fees. Each
student pays about $10 each
quarter for the construction and

$3.50 a quarter for
maintenance. This covers about
one-third of the operational
costs. The rest of the money
comes from the profits made in
the Et Cetera Shop, games
room, and snack bar.
Before the addition can be
available for student use it must
be accepted by the college. Don
Jensen, director and program
consultant for CMU, has been
having meetings once or twice a
week with the architect and
contractor to make sure
everything is running smoothly.
Acceptance should be final by
next summer.
But there have been
problems. During a heavy rain
storm this fall the coffee house
flooded. It seems the electric
pumps quit when the power was
hsut off. There has also been
some difficulty with storm
sewers and drains.

vx ni
D Ia
A i\/ir\
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The "Justice" theme of the
series will focus on the quality
and meaning of programs for
first year college students. The
AAHE cited the fact that 2.2
million first-time students will
enter college this fall, but that
in many institutions fully half
will never complete their first
year or enroll for a second.
When asked to compare the
situation of a Moorhead State
College freshman to that of
students at other colleges and
universities, Mrs. Selberg
stated the problems are
present, though not as great as
at some schools.
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Dr. Mitau cites needs for new degree programs
Reactions have been
favorable toward Minnesota
State College Chancellor G.
Theodore Mitau's challenge to
initiate new alternatives to
teacher education.
In an Aug. 23 address in St.
Cloud to the State College
Board, Dr. Mitau expressed
need for new bachelor degree
programs to accompany
traditional B.S. and B.A.
degrees now offered.
His proposal, entitled "New
Curricular for New Careers,"
challenged the states seven
state colleges to "take some

bold moves and structure new
programs for many men and
women in the state who seek
viable alternatives to teacher
education."
Dr. Mitau proposed possible
development of new curricular
covering four broad areas
including health care, human
services, business systems and
environmental control.
Thomas W. Kelly, vice
chancellor of educational
relations, said state college
presidents had shown strong
interest in the proposal. He

KEN'S BROOKDALE LIQUORS
LARGEST WINE SELECTION IN AREA
Chilled Wine
Cold Kegs

233-2222

fasniori in slacks that offer
looksv and, comfort *in all the best
we hav4 them . .j. by FAR AH,

RARA H
\\

< /

noted that Congressmen Albert
H. Quie and Donald Fraser had
expressed their approval.
Fraser stated he intends to
request the proposals be
entered into Congressional
Record. Others who
commended the proposal were
several key members of
Department of Health,
Education and Welfare.
Dr. Mitau expressed hope this
new curriculum would
"hopefully be attractive and
relevant to students who would
wish to combine practical
internship experiences with
more
theory-oriented
classroom work and to earn a
degree other than the
traditional bachelor of arts or
bachelor of science.
Pointing to the shrinking job
market for teachers, Dr. Mitau
claimed state colleges "must
address themselves with
greater effectiveness to
personal needs of our students
and to future manpower needs
of the state."
Vice Chancellor Kelly
estimated that 50 to 60 per cent
of students in the state college
system are enrolled in
education. He stated that
colleges have been geared
toward expansion and that
education enrollments are now
leveling off. Dr. Kelly said that
the propsal is a totally new
concept but that some colleges
in Minnesota and other states
have employed some ideas in
the past.
In his proposal, Dr. Mitau
explained that the program for
new careers would center on
"the development of problemsolving skills" and that "the
focus would be interdisiplinary
rather than disciplinary." He
stated that a bachelor's degree
would be earned in three

calendar years and that
"emphasis would be given to
the development of the ability to
work with people of different
backgrounds, social settings,
cultural attachments, political
interests, and intellectual
viewpoints for the purpose of
bridging the chasms of class
and caste, of races, and of
igenerations as our society
attempts to reintegrate the
polarized centers of dissent."
Dr. Mitau noted that
requirements of admission,
course distribution, credits and
academic calendars would have
to become more flexible. He
said there would be a greater
responsibility for learning upon
the individual student and that
students would have greater
opportunities to "combine more
practical and problem-oriented
off-campus learning situations

with more abstract, theoretical
offerings of the classroom."
Dr. Mitau stated new careers
would "challenge the idealism
of our young men and women by
demonstrating to them how
they can enlist the discipline of
skill and the dignity of work not
merely for materialism but on
behalf of causes and
commitments that transcend
personal gain or acquisition."
Chancellor Mitau suggested
students enrolled in these new
programs would be people
anxious to battle air pollution,
rehabilitate drug addicts,
rebuild cities and
neighborhoods, better law
enforcement and criminal
justice, strengthen business and
government systems and guide
those who suffer from social
injustice.

SS opens with
four vacancies
How do you fill three
vacancies left by resigning
student senators? This question
was one of the items that
concerned last Thursday's first
Senate meeting of fall quarter.
Those senators leaving their
positions are Dennis
Boeckermann (Melrose
sophomore), Colleen Hegranes
(Moorhead graduate), and Val
Maxwell (South Bend, Inc.
sophomore).

position high and dry.
Boeckermann and Maxwell
were both representatives-atlarge and Mrs. Hegranes held
the position of general arts.
Most of them had at least one
quarter left of their term.

A motion made by Sen. Tom
Ehrenberg (St. Louis Park
senior) suggested the vacancies
be filled by the Senate only. An
amendment suggested by
Senate President John Rowell
At last word it appears yet c h a n g e d i t t o r e a d t h e
another position has been appointees would also have to
vacated. Mike Merritt (Hopkins stand for election fall quarter.
Junior) has resigned resigned
Action was then opened on the
leaving the physicial education nominations. One nomination
was made. Colleen Hegranes
nominated Harvey Coucette
(Little Falls senior). Further
action was tabled until the next
meeting.

M.S.STUDENTS!

All Your Homecoming Needs
CORSAGES MADE TO ORDER

jflotoet? ijjnlumteij
Holiday Mall and Center Ave. Plaza

236-7535

BIG AL'S
HOLIDAY
MALL
NORTHPORT
SHOPPING
CENTERS

GOLD BOND STAMPS

VANITY 3
YOUNG AMERICA
STEREOLAND
OPTIQUE DOG HOUSE
OPEN 11:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. 1
FREE TRIP TO

HAWAII FOR TWO

Probably the most
noteworthy item in the meeting
was the establishment of a
Presidential Advisory
Committee. The purpose of this
committee will be 'to advise and
inform the President of the
college on mutual areas of
academic, administrative and
social concerns.'
The committee members of
this group will be appointed by
the student body president and
are to include two student
senators, one representative of
the dormitories, and one of the
off-campus
students.
'Furthermore', the motion"
states, 'the committee
members will meet with the
president monthly or when
either the President of the
students find it necessary.'
President Roland Dille
himself is highly in favor of the
Advisory Committee. Any kind
of structure that gives the
students a chance to express
their needs and wants to the
college is an excellent idea he
said.
The president is 'too insulated
and isolated' with regard to
student concerns stated Sen.
Dave Strauss at the meeting
last Thursday. 'The committee
would be directly responsible to
President Dille ... to inform and
advise him'. Strauss said action
of this type is sorely needed.
One instance cited to prove
his point concerned a meeting
Sen. Tom Schroeder (St. Louis
Park senior) had with Dille last
spring. Three members of the
faculty were to be released, but
their popularity with the
students was too great. In this
case, it appeared to Strauss the
President definitely was not in
tune to the students.
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college student association represents
40,000 on seven Minnesota campuses
Minnesota State College
Student Association represents
over 40,000 students on seven
state college campuses.
Organized through the new
rules and regulations that now
affect all state colleges, MSCSA
is sponsoring and influencing
matters on certain bills in the
Minnesota legislature.
Youth responsibility laws
including state liquor laws,
labor laws covering student
wages, voting restrictions due
to residency requirements and
obtaining a voice in State
College Board meetings are just
a few of the concerns of the
newly formed and functioning
MSCSA.
Headed by Mankato student
Dan Quillin, MSCSA is an
organization made up of
delegates from state colleges in
Bemidji, Mankato, Moorhead,
Marshall, St. Cloud, Winona and
Metropolitan State College of
Twin Cities. Working in a series
<of workshops, Minnesota State
College Student Association
attempts to open lines of
communications between
students, the State College
Board and Minnesota
legislature.
Working in the area of health
insurance, MSCSA has saved
students of member colleges an
estimated two million dollars.
This was done through pressure
applied to the State College
Board to switch insurance
policies from Blue Cross and
Blue Shield to Guaranteed
Trust. The reason for this
switch was made because Blue
Cross and Blue Shield were
raising their rates by $15.00 to
$58.00 per student per year,
while Guaranteed Trust will
charge only $47.00 per student
per year. As reported in MSCSA
minutes of their last workshop
there is no major difference
between the two insurance
companies other than one is
considerably cheaper than the
other.
Because MSCSA represents
over 40,000 students from seven
campuses in our state, they
have been given considerable
lobby power by the 26th
amendment. Now that 18-year
old college students are
franchised and can influence

politics that affect them, it is
MSCSA's role to place pressure
on legislators to straighten out
the now fought-over residency
requirements for college
students.
In a June workshop, MSCSA
decided they would concentrate
on a legislative program
covering matters dealing with
the State College System.,
matters dealing with
educational reform and matters
of interest to the' general
student such as liquor and youth
labor laws.
With respect to drinking laws
on state college property
MSCSA has passed a resolution
stating that the law, as it now
stands, is not clear. They have
requested that the Minnesota
State College Board seek the
attorney
general's
interpretation of the state liquor
laws as they pertain to state
colleges.
Of interest along the same
line to Moorhead State students
is MSCSA's decision to request
a ruling from the attorney
general with regard to creation
of emergency loan funds by
student senates. Such a fund
was established at the last
meeting of the budget
committee on this campus, but
was struck down by President
Roland Dille when its legality
was questioned. MSCSA has
requested that the attorney
general clarify legal questions
involved in establishing bail
funds with student activities
money. This could mean a
revival of the bail fund on this
campus if the attorney
general's ruling is favorable
toward its legality.
Housing is another matter of
concern facing MSCSA.
Currently the organization is
studying the possibility of
formation of tenant unions on
campuses to help in achieving
rate agreements with landlords
with respect to student renters.
MSCSA is also working on the
problem of selling a change of
philosophies toward on-carnpus
living to the State College Board
and to the Minnesota
Legislature. This would
specifically aid married
students who are seeking oncampus housing. A change in

Duane's
House Of Pizza
DELIVERY
310 Center Avenue

233-6181

philosophies would allow
married students to live in dorm
rooms now standing idle.
Moorhead State delegates at
the MSCSA (June) workshop
were Student Senate President
John Rowell, Senator Keith
Paulson, Senator Rod
Halverson, Senator David
Strauss and Moorhead State
student Barb Baysore.
President Rowell said that
there seems to be a great deal of
power ready to be tapped by
MSCSA, but he has some
apprehension about the
direction the organization is
taking. Rowell seems to feel
that MSCSA spends a majority
of its time speaking in
generalities and needs to get
down to specifics in areas where
they could exert the most
influence. President Rowell
feels that this could most
effectively be accomplished
with the leadership of Moorhead
State. He also noted that MSC's

Funding of the Minnesota
State College Student
Association is achieved through
dues paid by each member
college. Dues were increased
this year from one cent per
student on all member
campuses to four cents per
student. This hike in
membership fees was due
primarily to the hiring of an
attorney to handle the many
legal'problems brought up by
MSCSA due to their role played
in interpretation of new rules
and regulations.
MSCSA is an organization
that holds as its prime goal the
achievement of legislation for
students. This goal can be
accomplished with the support
of all member campuses,
because it is in the number of
students represented that
MSCSA's power lies. Through
MSCSA students on Minnesota
state college campuses now
have a line on affairs that
directly affect them.

union offers aid to ride seekers
Student Union Program
ming Board (SUPB) travel
board was installed in
Moorhead State College Student
Union in Spring of 1971 to aid
students who needed rides or
wished to offer rides.
The board was designed and
built by John W. Davis,
president of SUPB, who is
currently on temporary leave of
absence in the Army.
The idea has been used at
Bemidji State College,
University of Minnesota Duluth,
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis.
Travel Board is comprised of
three separate maps. One of the
United States, another of
Minnesota and one covering

^Thoughtful 27oirets

t>m MARTY
Contact Marty For Your Homecoming Corsage

232-7457
315 BROADWAY

role would take one of two
roads. Either Moorhead would
drop out of MSCSA because of a
lack of interest in the
organization or Moorhead
students should take the
initiative and take an active
interest in the organization.
President Rowell felt that
Moorhead's taking an active
interest, particularly in its
leadership, would be the
incentive he feels MSCSA needs
to get the organization moving
its power toward more
pertinent issues facing the
students.
One of the largest sources of
power for MSCSA is contained
in the fact that due to new rules
and regulations for Minnesota
State Colleges, students now
have a participatory
responsibility in the
determination of college budget
requests. This gives students
covered by MSCSA a hand in
faculty salaries as well as
curriculum developments.

FARGO, NORTH DAKOTA

North Dakota, South Dakota,
Minnesota and Wisconsin.
The maps are divided into 24'
pie-shaped zones which extend
outward from the FargoMoorhead area.

u e t t carter)

A student hopefial of getting a
ride fills out. the blue rideneeded card. A student offering
a ride completes yellow
offering-ride car and inserts
them into proper slots.

CHECK THE

Down
Under
For Albums, Indian Tapestries,
Posters, Incense
And Other Far
Out Necessities
The Shop That's
Farthest
Ahead
In The Midwest
5 South 4th, Moorhead
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Dr. Nelson, left, counseling center director, and Raymond
Restad, blind MSC graduate, check a recorded book for voice
quality and reading rate at the Counseling Center library.

texts taped at MSC
aid blind students
By DAVIi LITTLE
A new prof am for aiding
visually handieanped students,
probably the om^ one of its kind
anywhere according to Dr.
Deane Nelson, director of
counseling, is now in operation
at Moorhead Sate College.
The program, which began
last spring quarter, involves
recording textbooks onto fourtrack and reel-to-reel recording
machines. Combined efforts of
three people, Dr. Nelson,
Raymond Restad, a blind
graduate and Alice Spadgenske,
an MSC Spurs member, were
needed however, before the
experiment could get off the
ground.
Restad said he knew of
visually handicapped and blind
students who were having
troubles at school. They were
frustrated and discouraged, he
said, because they couldn't
always
obtain students to
record class materials and read
textbooks out loud for them.
There were other blind
students at Concordia College
and North Dakota State
University who were facing the
same problem, Restad found. It
was apparent to Restad and Dr.
Nelson recording services for
these students could be justified
and a meeting was soon
a r r a n g e d w i t h t h e
administration. The program
was born as a result of this
meeting to purchase several
dozen tapes and a four-track
tape recording machine.
Restad contacted several
community organizations such
as Volunteers for Community
Service, church groups, and the
Spurs, a service sorority at
MSC. With money donated from
these groups, three more fourtrack recorders were aquired
along with several dozen reels
of tape.
Community residents and
college students were solicited
to secure readers for recording
textbooks. Housewives, faculty
wives, former teachers, career
women and students responded
to the call. One housewife who
lived one hundred miles away
came to help.
Restad and Miss Spadgenske
then began an intensive training
rogram for readers so that
ooks could be recorded in the
best possible manner. Details
such as proper operation of
machines, scheduling of
readers, pre-checking proper
pronunciation of words before
recording and practicing a
constant reading rate were
some of the things that had to be
worked out.
By the end of spring quarter,
the Counseling Center had a
library with 38 recorded books,
dealing with several areas
including
anthropology,
education, special education,

E

counseling, psychology, history,
literature, philosophy and
sociology.
Dr. Nelson said he hopes in
time the Center will become a
state wide outlet for recorded
materials. Cooperative efforts
are now under way through TriCollege Dr. Nelson said, for
maximum use of the Center.
The Center will be asking
other departments for names of
books which will probably be
used during the next few years,
Dr. Nelson said. He also said a
piece of rapid duplication
equipment is needed to make
copes of tapes now on hand.
Students who are interested in
recording books should call the
Counseling Center at 236-2227.
Anyone who knows of visually
handicapped students should
have them contact the Center
for recorded materials, Dr.
Nelson added.
A report of this project was
submitted by Dr. Nelson and
will appear in the September or
O c t o b e r i s s u e o f
REHABILITATION
LITERATURE.

Classified

Alice Spajensky tape-records a book for The taping service is being made available
visually handicapped and blind students. by the Counseling Service. (ADVOCATE
PHOTO)

MSC girl is named princess
Two Moorhead State College
coeds won highest honors in
American Dairy Princess
competition this summer.
Gayle Krogstad, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Hovden of
Ada, won the National Dairy
Princess title in Chicago June
28-30.
Mary Ann Glawe, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Glawe of
Detroit Lakes, won the Region
Three Dairy Princess title. She
went on to be crowned
"Princess Kay of the Milky
Way" in the state contest at the
Minnesota State Fair,
competing with 11 regional
finalists in St. Paul.
The American Dairy Princess
is judged on her performance in
a series of tests including a
personal interview by three
judges, a United Airlines
stewardess trainer, a former
American Dairy Princess, and
a New York employee of the
American Dairy Association. A
group interview, mike readings
and swimsuit, street dress and
sportswear competiton are the
other evaluations.

Roommate Wanted - Share
two bedroom a p a r t m e n t ;
furnished; right next to MSC
campus; call 236-2101, Paul
Narveson.

WELCOME BACK!
For the distinctive
in Flowers it's

For Sale - New Yashica 35
millimeter single lens reflex
TL-electra X camera with f 1.4
lens; best offer; call Marilyn at
237-3591 after 4 p.m.

A 1969 graduate of Ada High
School, Miss Korgstad has
formerly reigned as Northwest
Sunflower Queen in a
Crookston, Minn., contest. She
has one sister and two brothers.

MSC was a seven year member
of the Lakeside Falcon 4-H Club
and has participated in each
state fair with her dairy
projects.
Miss Glawe is a 1969 graduate
of Detroit Lakes High School
Miss Glawe, 19 year old and has one sister and two
elementary education major at brothers.

Today's Quotation
"When you see a rattlesnake poised to strike,
you do not wait until he has struck before you
crush him." — FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT (1941.)

W E L C O M E BACK STUDENTS!

EE1E mi HE SfilElS

BRIGGS
FLORAL

Antique Sale - 500 items
pewter and brass trunks,
wooden ware, cradles, old
magazines and other good
collectibles; Sept. 29-30, Oct. 1,
8:30 a.m. to 8:30 p.m., 1212 S.
12th St., Moorhead.

Our New Shop
20 South 4th Street
233-1373

lana

222 Broadway
235-2654

SHOPS
COMPLETE LINE OF

You may have the suit, the tie, the works —
but'in our judgment, the shirt is what will
make the difference, this autumn. Our favor
ites are bright, many on white grounds, many
in aggressive prints. Here comes the shirt
season, so come here to find the shirt!

WOMEN'S APPAREL
AT
MODEST PRICES

/JOi.L'.f-.fTV' rT&srJ
DOWNTOWN • FARGO

BROOKDALE - MOORiiEAO

DIAL 232-7133

DIAL 233-6315
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CONTEMPORARY
BANNERS
CARDS, ETC.
Stop In and See Us

622 - 2nd. Ave. No.
Fargo

WELCOME
M.S. STUDENTS

Mass Communications majors can now
uSe The Forum, a reference center which
was built with money donated by the Black
Foundation. The center has tables and

OF MOORHEAD

chairs in the study areas and also a lounge
in front of the fireplace. (ADVOCATE
PHOTO)

We Feature For Your Entertainment
In Our Lounge
Tues., Wed., Thurs. 5-7
Wayne Lucha,u
9-1 The Washburn Brothers Present
Yesterday, Today & Tomorrow

Black Foundation helps Mass
Comm. Dept. gain resource center
Thanks to a $40,000
endowment by the Norman B.
Black Foundation, Moorhead
State College Mass
Communications
students,
faculty, and guests will soon be
able to use a resource center in
Mac Lean Hall instead of having
to use a place like the old
Bratwurst House in downtown
Moorhead. Confused? Let's
start at the beginning.
"MSC's Mass Communications
"Department started in 1965 with
instructors Roger Hamilton and
Howard Binford using rooms
scattered all over the campus.
"They realized "comfortable
environment and learning
resources" were needed so they
set out to find a place to meet.
The Bratwurst House was
considered but ruled out
because it was too far from
campus.
Then A1 Carter came to MSC
from Ohio University after
having worked with a resource
area located on that campus.
The idea was taken to The
Forum and on May 14, 1970
William C. Marvil, publisher of
The Forum, announced the
^endowment which was created
under the will of Mrs. Jenny C.
Black. The center, named The
Forum, honors Norman B.
Black, Norman D. Black, and
Norman D. Black, Jr. who were
publishers of The Forum for 52
years.
MSC President Roland Dille
stated this is one of the largest
gifts ever from a private
source.
Included in The Forum, which
should be completed by Oct. 15,
will be at least 50 periodicals
"covering areas of mass
communications, trade
journals, and weekly and
.monthly publications. Regional
newspapers as well as a cross
section of national newspapers
will be available. Subscriptions
to the national newspapers will
be set up on a rotation basis so
every section of the country will
be involved.
An electronic area, divided
into three study rooms, will
provide cassette decks, reel to
.reel tapes, a shortwave radio,
AM-FM radio, police band
radio, and stereo turntables.
There will also be a four
channel color television monitor
unit with stereo headphones.
Unusual features which will
hopefully be added later are an
electronic wall with a device

which responds to sounds by
changing color and a lamp
made from an obsolete (black
and white) television camera
tube.
Nan Frick, currently the news
lab assistant, and two student
helpers will staff the center
which may eventually be open
beyond regular class hours.
Curtis D. MacDougall, author
and instructor now retired from
Northwestern University, will
be the first guest at The Forum.
He is scheduled to be at MSC all
day Oct. 4. He will meet various
classes and be available for
discussions in the fireplace area
of the resource center. Other
guests will be arriving during
the school year.

Interstate 94 & Hwy. 75

ATTENTION STUDENTS!
CLASS OF

1971, 1972,
1973, 1974
or 1975

PLEASE NOTE:
We are taking orders for the Moorhead State
College Class Ring.
We also have a miniature of this ring available

mm
mm
CHEVROLET...

for the Co-Eds.
4 Week delivery date. No extra charge for back
dates.
Come in and see our samples today.

IMPALA — CHEVELLE
CAMARO —CORVETTE
NOVA —VEGA

QfVlatiinson s

AND YOU!

jewelers & oftlversmUlts

KJEFER

FOURTH STREET AT CENTER AVENUE

CHEVROLET

MOORHEAD, MINNESOTA

20 N. 6th St. - Moorhead
233-1361

OPEN MONDAY EVENINGS 'TIL 9
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film series times set

$250,000 computer installed at computer center

The International Film Series
has scheduled 11 films for
showing at 6:30and 8:30p.m. in
Hagen Hall Auditorium.
Admission is free.
The first film is "The Green
Man," an English comedy
starring Alastair Sims. He
plays a man who refuses to let
people he doesn't like bother
him — he simply gets rid of
them.
Other films in the series are:

By DREW LAWRENCE

The new $250,000 Honeywell
computer and the Computer
Center now handles
registration, billing and more
administrative busy work. Dr.
Martin Holoien, director, MSC
Computer Center says the new
registration procedure is taster
and far more efficient due to the
new computer.
The old procedure of class
cards and department lines is
past.
After installation of the
computer last winer, new
registration procedures went
into effect. When the student
presents his signed trial
schedule at MacLean 126 he
receives his pre-printed (by
computer) registration permit.
After checking the personal
information on the card for

G O L D E N STAR SET

You
belong
together.
And you know it's forever.
ArtCarved designs Love
Rings that say so. In many
ways. Engagement and
wedding rings that go to
gether to make one beauti
ful Love Ring. Come in
soon. For your own special
Love Rings.

correctness, he then fills in
section numbers of desired
courses.
The card is then presented to
the keypounch operator in the
registration room who transfers
file number and section
numbers onto a punched card.
Several of thse punched cards
are taken to the Computer
Center where the computer has
been dedicated to registration.
The Moorhead State
Computer Center has the
bargain of the year for the
fortunate person with $10,000.
This will purchase a 1961
Honeywell Model 1620 computer
which originally cost $200,000.
The used computer was
purchased by MSC in 1967 and
functioned until last spring
when it was replaced by the new
computer on lease from
Honeywell. This new machine
far surpasses the computer
needs of the college leaving the
Model 1620 virtually useless.
The Model 1620 is a very
capable machine once familiar
with its operation. For further
information contact the MSC
Computer Center.

The cards serve as input to
the computer which has stored
information on all courses
offered, their maximum size
and other pertinent data. If
requested
courses are still
open, the student's name is
added to the class list. If the
class if filled, the computer
prints such a message. A
resulting schedule is printed for
each student by the computer.
Schedules are returned to the
students in the registration
room. If the resulting schedule
is not satisfactory to the
student, he may immediately
make changes until satisfied.
After registration hours, bills
are printed for all students
registered that day. Students
may pay the next day at the

business office.
The Model 115 computer
which is leased from the
Honeywell Corp., for $4,250 per
month, is capable of storing 38.4
million characters of
information. Dr. Holoien
estimates that each student fills
700 characters of information
for his name, file number,
address and such, compiling
less than five million characters
Sept. 27 — Alexander Nevsky
for those enrolled.
Oct. 4 — Divorce — Italian
Aso among the computer's Style
many tasks are computation of
Oct. 18— Triumph of the Will
grades, computerized testing,
Nov. 1 — A la Buena de Dios
and faculty evaluation results.
Nov. 15 — Woman in the

female office
workers form
organization

Others to be announced later.
An off-campus series,
CIVILISATION, narrated^ 3»y
Kenneth Clark, will begin Sepf.
21 at the Moorhad Public
Library. The series continues
through Dec. 14, and is fi"ie.
The 13-part series traces
western man's history by
means of the record left by his
art.
According to Clark, the
importance of the films is to
show how delicate is the web
binding civilization together,
and through the films he hopes
people will get "a belief in_
humanity."

OFFICIAL BULLETIN
The Moorhead State College Parking and Traffic Regulations

Female office employes at will be fully enforced starting at 7 a.m. Monday, Sept. 27. All
Moorhead State College, motorized vehicles driven on campus must bear a vehicle permit.
C o n c o r d i a C o l l e g e , a n d Permits are on sale in Room 206 Owens Hall. Parking and traffic
Moorhead Public Schools joined regulations will be enforced through the issuance of City of
together in April to form the Moorhead traffic citations or by the impounding of vehicles: Your
Moorhead Association of cooperation will be appreciated.
Education Office Personnel.
Earl R. Herring,
According to Janet Parker,
Dean of Administrative Affairs
secretary-treasurer of the
organization and MSC
Chemistry
Department
secretary, the organization was
formed to "look after the
interests of secretaries, office
accountants, and other female
classified employes."
Miss Parker said that
between 40 and 50 women are
now in the union-type group.
She said that this group is
SUNDAY AFTERNOON
similar to one in St. Cloud,
which brought pressure to
2:30 4:30. For kiddies, parents, and beginners.
increase secretary salaries.
Admission for all - 75£
But, Miss Parker said, "we
don't forsee any strikes in the
near future."
The first banquet-type
SUNDAY EVENING
meeting, to be held at the
8 - 10:30. For anyone from the 10th grade and older.
Bowler, will be Sept. 27. Three
other meetings will be held
Admission $1.00 for those who own skates. $1.25 for all
before June 1.
others including organ spectators.

ROLLER
RINK
SKATING
SCHEDULE

"MALE VOICES

Records and pipe organ.

n

MONDAY, TUESDAY, AND THURSDAY EVENING

NEEDED DESPERATELY FOR

Hale
Jewelers

Dunes
Dec. 6 — The Servant
Dec. 13 — Don Quixote

(Russian version)
Jan. 3 — Dear John
Jan. 17 — Variety Lights

Open for private parties. Minimum number of people is
50 at $1.25 each. (Skates included)

VARSITY CHOIR —GET CREDIT
CONTACT MICHAEL ROBBINS
ORMARKMcVANN

212 BROADWAY
FARGO, N.D.

WEDNESDAY EVENING
8 - 10 30. For anyone from the 10th grade,and older.
Admission - Same as Sunday night.

NO Late Fees

Records and pipe prgan.

v
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THE FIRST GREAT ROCK
FESTIVALS
OF THE SEVENTIES
ISLE OF WIGHT
ATLANTA POP FESTIVAL

6

VOLUME I!

S

3

j
o

Jb>ClAJP.Ct I /compfliui
613- 1st Ave. N.
Fargo

music

616 Center Ave.
Moorhead

1st session - 7 to 9. Youngsters through the 9th grade.
Admission - $1.00 for all.
Rock and roll music.
2nd session - 9 to 11:30.
and older.

Anyone from the 10th grade,

Admission - Same as Wednesday evening.
Records and pipe organ.

m

I

THE C H A M B E R S B R O T H E R S
THE A L L M A N BROTHERS
CACTUS
MOUNTAIN
JIMI H E N D R I X
POCO
MILES D A V IS

„_

I
I

FRIDAY EVENING - 2 SESSIONS

4
I
4

SATURDAY AFTERNOON
2:30 to 4:30. For kiddies, parents, beginners, and birthdsy.
parties.
Bring your birthday group and we will play a birthday
song and give you a pin.

SATURDAY EVENING
1st session - 7 to 9.

Youngsters through the 9th grade.

Admission for all - $1.00.
Rock and roll music.
2nd session - 9 to 11:30.

For anyone from 10th grade

and older.
Admission - Same as Wednesday evening.
Records and pipe organ.

Clip for Reference
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MSC adds social services department
.

The Moorhead State College
Social Work program has
^hanged names and received
departmental status with
accreditation.

;

The department now named
Social Services broadened it's
program in what department
head Dr. Margaret Reed called,
"a natural evolution of the
program."
The new department gives
MSC 27 degree-granting
departments and the first
•department of it's kind of
Minnesota's six state colleges.
The Council in Social Work
-Education, the national
accrediting agency in this field
for colleges and universities
granted the departmental
status in July.
MSC first established a
degree program in Social Work
in 1964. Since then it has grown
from 12 students registered for
the first three courses to over
200 students working for their
B.A. degree this year.
The departmental status is
not a-drastic change, says Dr.
Reed, but a continuance toward
-a broader program. A moving
away from just social work
toward a program with greater
.range of related fields.
B

The broadened program
includes a variety of internships
in varied fields such as juvenile
work, childrens homes, law
enforcement and maternity
homes.
There were 25 internships last
summer and 13 this fall quarter.
The new department offers a
2-track program: One
preparing students for graduate
work in Social Services and the
other preparing those who
intend to enter social work
practice directly after
graduation.
Each track will require 62
credit hours of work in social
and behavioral sciences and
elective credits in fields of
corrections, minority groups
problems and social legislation.
Students within the
department have helped
structure new courses. This
year a course written largely by
six students is being taught. The
course is for returning interns
wherein they discuss their
problems, experiences and
study the basic questions of
ethics.
The department offers the
community help through it's
courses of practical experience.
Social Services students
volunteer for service within the
^Fargo-Moorhead area.
^ J"-

Dr. Reed has majors placed
in the Moorhead Public Schools,
Clay County Welfare Office,
Lutheran Social Services and
Children's Village.
She says, "Before, the elderly
would get a visit a
Christmastime by every choir
in town, now each has a young
person."
The department faculty has
grown from one to three in the
last two years.
Included this fall besides Dr.
Reed are:
Augustus D'Aloise is an
assistant professor who has
worked as a probation officer
for a New York court, U.S.
District Court in Wisconsin and
probation agent for the state of
Wisconsin. He holds a master's
degree and was an assistant
professor and field supervisor
at the University of Oklahoma
School of Social Work.
He is the internship's
supervisor and teaches the
Social Service introductory
courses.
Mrs. Wendell Gorum has a
master's degree in social work
and is a candidate for a PhD
degree from the University of
Pennsylvania. She had worked
in child welfare public welfare
and psychiatric social work as
well
as two
wen aa
iwu years
jcdl o with
Willi the

senior, urges any interested
student to apply before 3 p.m.
Monday, Sept. 27, in the Senate
Office in the Student Union.
The functions of each
committee are outlined in the
Student Handbook.
Following are the committee
titles with the number of
student openings on each in
parenthesis: Council on
Business Affairs (2) , Plant and
Develomnent Committee (2) ,
Environment, Health and
Safety Committee (2) , Parking
Committee (4) , Council on
Curriculum and Instruction (4)
Graduate Studies Committee
(2) , Committee on Student
Academic Appeals (2) , Library
Committee (3) , 5th Year
Program Committee (2) ,
General Studies Committee (3)

Committee on Admission and
Retention (2) , Teacher
Education Committee (2) ,
Council on Student Affairs (8) ,
Athletic Committee (3) , Dining
Serivce Committee (one
commuting student and one
from each of the eight
dormitories) , International
Students Committee (4) ,
Comstock Memorial Student
Union Policy Board (6) ,
Student Financial Aids
Committee (2) , Student
Conduct Committee (4) ,
Council on College
Development and Education
(Public) Relations (2) , College
Publications Committee (2) ,
Freshman Orinetation Week
Committee (6) and
Convocations and Performing
Arts Committee (4).

Peace Corps in Chile, South
America.
She is teaching junior level
courses and will offer a seminar
in minority group problems.
The Social Service
department is located at 711, 715

and 717 on 16th St. S., Moorhead.
A social service club has been
organized to discuss Volunteers
for Community Service,
internships program
opportunities and job
placement.

committee openings available
Students interested in taking
an active part in helping to set
administrative policies and
carry out some governing
functions of the college are
reminded that much of this is
done through student-faculty
committees, formed each fall
on the MSC Campus.
The student members of such
committees are nominated by
the Student Senate early each
fall and Senator Tom
"Ehrenberg, St. Louis Park

is your choice to make when planning your
diamond engagement set. Whether your
choice is traditional or more fashionably
modern we have a fine selection of styles
to pick from.

JEWELERS

64 Broadway

I This coupon good for free wash, free hot Carnauba Wax I
I with gas fillup at Moorhead Otto Shine, 1010 Main |
• Avenue, Moorhead.
|
VALID T H R O U G H OCTOBER 26, 1971

The above special is to introduce you to the
newly installed double wheel brushes and
newly improved vacuum system. Moorhead
Otto Shine honors Conoco, Union 76
- THE
SOFT

BOOT

HAS

TO

MATCH

GONE
70'S

SOFT FABRICS. TENDER
CALF

IN

BROWN

TIQUED OR

Master Charge and BankAmericard.

SOF-

BLACK.

Sir Walter
$28°

7ffEjOGG^r

Moorhead Otto Shine

fOUALiTY' rinsr/
DOWNTOWN - FARGO
DIAL 232-7133

OPEN 8 A.M. - 9 P.M. SUNDAY-THURSDAY AND 10 P.M. FRI. & SAT.
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partnership of trust
stressed by Pres. Dille
"A partnership of learning
and a partnership with a trust
that outlives disagreements"
was stressed by Dr. Roland
Dille, MSC president, at an allcollege convocation Sept. 15 in
the Center for the Arts
Auditorium.
Approximately 80 people
heard Dr. Dille invite the
faculty and students to "a
partnership that accepts that
we are reluctantly coupled but
that we both want to learn."

"Faculty and students must
work toward the aim of having a
delight in learning," Dr. Dille
said. "The faculty must trap the
students into learning and the
students must allow themselves
to be seduced into learning."

Dr. Dille reminisced about his
past administration and said he
learned five things. "The
college is not an escape from
the world, and the college

deserves our loyalty even at the
worst times. We must examine
the college often, the college is
here to serve the students, and
useful discussions need lowered
voices because there is no
progress when torn by strife."
The administrator explained
that during May of 1970 he saw
the students use common sense
and good will to protect the
college. Tensions rose during
that month because of the Kent
and Jackson State incidents.
Dr. Dille said there were 22
state patrolmen in Dilworth at
his disposal. It wan't his doing
but rather that of the director of
the Minnesota Department of
Public Safety, whose job it was
to protect all state owned
property.

Activities on all the state
colleges were being reported to
the Department and authorities
were made available in the

event of an emergency. Err.
Dille didn't call the patrolmen
because the students used
restraint in their activities.
"MSC was the only white
college in the country to react
to the murders at Jackson
State," Dr. Dille said. He
explained the black students
held a convocation because they
wanted to tell the college how
they felt toward the incident. He
didn't attend the convocation
because he wanted to let them,
handle it themselves, and show
that he trusted the students.

Dr. Dille compared himself to
"the irony of everyday man
caught up in the evil world," a
quote he read from the novel,
"The Spy Who Came in From
the Cold."

homecoming activities

Rochelle Callender holds the trophy she won in the Miss Black
Minnesota contest. (ADVOCATE PHOTO)

MSC sophomore
crowned miss
black Minnesota
A Moorhead State College
sophomore, Rochelle Callendar,
was crowned Miss Black
Minnesota at the state-wide
contest held July 26 in St. Paul.
The daughter of Mrs. Katherine
Callendar of 683 Fuller St. in St.
Paul, Rochelle went on to
become one of ten finalists at
the Miss Black America
Pageant held in New York City,
Aug. 27.
A 1970 graduate of Central
High in St. Paul, Miss Callendar
enrolled in MSC last year and
entered the Miss Black
Minnesota pageant after her
name was submitted by friends
this summer. She decided to go
through with the contest, as she
put it, just for the fun and
experience. After two weeks of
rigorous practice, she was
wearing the crown of the second
annual Miss Black Minnesota.
The pageant consisted of
swimsuit competition, a
projection section and a display
of talent in which Rochelle did a
pantomine and dance to Mr.
Bojangles. Prizes she won
included a $500 modeling
scholarship, a $150 wardrobe,

$110 worth of wigs, a 53 piece set
of china, a free trip to New York
City and the gown she wore in
the N6w York competition. She
will also appear on a TV special
with comedian Nipsey Russell,
the host of the Miss Black
America Pageant, in October.
Some people ask "Why have a
Miss Black Minnesota—Black
America pageant when there is
already a Miss MinnesotaAmerica pageant?" "The
answer," says Rochelle, "is
that this type of contest gives
Black women a chance to
compete where the standards
are set by Blacks without
worrying about fitting into the
standards of white society. In
addition, this type of contest
instills pride and dignity in a
black woman knowing that the
competition is with her own
people."

"Homecoming of the Mind"
emcompasses many areas that
students cannot find in
classroom situations. Activities
will be many and varied;
beginning with the Don Ellis
concert Tuesday night.
Participation by all students
in these events is being stressed
for the various Homecoming
activities.

winners, East-West Conference
6:30 — Macrame, bedas,
suede and candle making, EastWest Conference
7:00 — Knitting and
crocheting, Dahl basement
8:00 — Guitar lessons, Dahl
lounge
9:00— Coffee hours, Gentle &
Dunbar, Salty Dog
FRIDAY, SEPT. 24

11-1:00 — Hot Dog Roast (hot
TUESDAY, SEPT. 21
8:15 — Don Ellis and His dog and pop 25c) Get to know
administration, Mall
Friends, Alex Nemzek
1:00 — Flea Market, Mall (if
WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 22
11:00 — Multi-media; film, rain at Union)
TV, radio, Weld 13
1:00 — Style show, homemade
fashions (tentative)
1-3:00 — Free billiards, Union
Rec Center
3:00 — Photography lessons,
East-West Conference
a uurmu
6:00 — Macrame, beadwork,
suede, leathercraft and candle
mvpiri
XHAVJLJUJUlAUni
making. (Tandy Leater
Company)
7:00 — Beauty instruction
(Ritter Beauty College), Dahl
basement
7:30 — Movie: "The World of
the Brothers Grimm"
8:00 — Guitar lessons,
Ballard lounge
8:00 — Knitting and
crocheting lessons, Neumaier
lounge
9:00 — Coffee house, Gentle &
Dunbar, Salty Dog

4:00 — Car Rally, Sign up at
Union Recreation Center
9:00 — Coffee house, Gentle &
Dunbar, Salty Dog
9:00 — Free, informal dance,
Flora Frick
SATURDAY, SEPT. 25
9:00 — "Mark Twain
Revisited", Dr. Clarence
Glasrud, Weld Hall
10:405 — "The New American
Revolution", Dr. Byron
Murray, Weld Hall
3:30 — Moorhead-Winona
football game, Nemzek field

vmiirtt

THURSDAY, SEPT. 23
11:00 — Sewing techniques
(Mrs. Blow's Sewing Center),
Senate Conference
1:00 — Jim Ray Trio, Union
lounge
1:30 — Miss Carriage Races,
MALES FREE , Free
carameled apples
2:00 — Karate, Union lounge
3:00 — Photography session,
announcement of photo

LOCATED IN CONCEPT 208
208 BROADWAY, FARGO

YOUR

LEVI'S

PLACE

O

by
All Sizes $29 9 5
Complete Bods

6UNTHAR

*from $99,00

*mattress, Uner,
frame, a nd heater)

303 Bbberts St. Fargo
PHONE 232-3033

mode cj 20 milVinyl
Q 5yr vtfntten guarantee
accessories include:
Ul. Approved heaters
SajMy liners- bedding
Fra mes
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Dragons drop Duluth
and Concordia games
It's past history now. It's time
to forget and look ahead to the
future.
jfixcept for the game
experience, Moorhead State
football players and coaches
would rather forget the last two
games and prepare for their
upcoming opponent, Winona
State, Saturday.
The Dragons were not up to
par in either the Concordia
(Courtesy Bowl) or Duluth
games. Except for a few bright
moments in the first quarter of
the Concordia game and the
first half of the Duluth game, all
has been a total loss.
Coach Ross Fortier hopes to
put it all together Saturday
when Winona plays the Dragons
at 3:30. The past games have
shown that the Dragons are
strong for two quarters, but
seem-to peter out in the last
half.
Mistakes have hurt the
Dragons in the last two games.
In the" Duluth game, both of the
Bulldog's touchdowns came
after the Dragons gave up the
football.
Duluth's first touchdown
came after a Dragon fumble
and the Bulldogs went in to
score with 9:33 remaining.
The Dragons tied the game
with senior quarterback Karl
Oelker(St. Paul Kellogg)
guiding the team the 64 yards in
six plays, with George Spanish,
sophomore runningback from
Hibbing, scoring from three
yards out.
Mistakes pointed the way to
Duluth's second score when
Oelker's pass was intercepted
deep in Dragon territory.
Dave Bruggeman, sophomore
back (Moorhead) had one of his
better games, rushing for 162
yards on 28 carries. It was
Bruggeman who carried most
of the load in the Dragon's drive
toward the tying touchdown.
Bruggeman carried the ball
four times for 59 yards during
the touchdown drive.

Both the offense ana
defensive lines were credited
with a fine effort by Fortier.
The offensive line of guards,
Dan Kostich, junior (Buhl) and
co-captain John Stolpman,
senior (Hutchinson); tackles,
Steve Vaneps, junior (Deer
River) and Mike Langer, senior
(Wadena), and center Gerry
Turnberg, junior (Robbinsdale)
turned in outstanding efforts in
blocking assignment for the
running backs.
The whole defensive unit
drew praise from Fortier.
Dragon linebackers were active
against Duluth, accounting for
many key tackles.
In Concordia's game, the
situation was quite different.
Again the Dragons had to pull
from behind, but found the
eqing more difficult.
George Spanish picked up
where he left off last year, as
the most valuable freshman.
Spanish led the rushing with 52
yards on 13 carries. Spanish
scored the lone Dragon
touchdown on a three yard
drive, over the middle.
Although all Cobber
touchdowns were obtained by
rushing, the passing game hurt
the Dragons most. This is
pointed up by the fact that four
of Concordia's crucial first
downs were obtained through
the air.

Lou Grant, former Moorhead State student,
connects with a solid left to his opponents chin,
early in the fifth round of their scheduled six
round fight.
Grant stopped his opponent. Curt Yancy, later
in the fifth round by a technical knockout. The
TKO was ruled by the referee after Grant landed
a series of stinging lefts to Yancy's face.
Following the bout Grant again entered the
ring to issue a challenge to the winner of the

NIC football results
MOORHEADSTATE
SOUTHWEST STATE
BEMIDJI STATE
MICHIGAN TECH
U OF M, MORRIS
ST. CLOUD STATE
SOUTHWEST STATE
WINONA STATE
BEMIDJI STATE
MICHIGAN TECH
U OF M, MORRIS
ST. CLOUD STATE
SOUTHWEST STATE
WINONA STATE
MOORHEADSTATE

7
0
15
54
14
6
14
0
0
28
17
7
7
0
14

Welcome to College

Concordia
Mankato State
Wis. State ( Platteville)
Northland College (Wise.)
Northern State (S.D.)
Augustana (S.D.)
Dakota State(S.D.)
Wis. State (LaCrosse)
Concordia
Alma College (Mich.)
JamestownCollege(N.D.)
St. John's
Hamline
Wis. State (Milwaukee)
U of M, Duluth

28
26
32
0
15
10
19
56
21
13
14
35
38
25
14

GONDOLA
PIZZA

Dairy
Queen r

FREE DELIVERY

FREE COKE

*

harriers
place
sixth

+ Moorhead State Cross
country coach Ken Bladow took
his charges to Brookings, South
Dakota last week-end and came
back with a sixth place finish in
South Dakota State University
Invitational Meet. Dragons ran
three frosh and two juniors in
the meet with the best Dragon
finish that of Bob Beuscheid
(Grey Eagle), who finished
26th. Other Dragon runners
involved in the meet were Tom
Schiltgen (St. Paul Hill),
Harvey Rude (Ashby), Pete
Lapka (Winnipeg, Man.), and
Mike Bauer (Wayzata).

1 Qt. Coke Free With
Each Large Pizza

MOORHEAD DAIRY QUEEN
"UPTOWN FOR THE BEST"

Register at the Bookstore
For a Free 24-Volume
Set of Encyclopaedia
Britannica (1971 Ed,) to be
Given Away on Monday,
September 27th at 1:00 P,M,

(Bob Fogel)

feature event, that of Pat O'Conner and Tommy
Johnson. O'Conner won, thus adding his twentythird straight victory to his record. No date has
been set for a Grant vs. O'Conner fight.
Also on the O'Conner card were two other
Moorhead State boxers, Gary Weyer and Mark
Johnson. Weyer lost to Doug Deming of
Minneapolis, and Mark Johnson, Dragon tight
end, lost to Dave Johnson also from Minneapolis.

236-5130

10% DISCOUNT
WELCOME BACK MSC STUDENTS
DISCOUNT GOOD ON ALL
DRY CLEANING & PRESSING
$3.00 per 8 lb. load or by the item. Student identification needed.

COMPLETE LAUNDROMAT FACILITIES

For The BEST
Pizza In Town

ATOM'S PIZZA
DELIVERY IN MOORHEAD
BOOTH SERVICE

Ph. 233-7597

THE KEG
620 2nd AVE. N, FARGO
235-2102

THE LOWEST BEER
PRICES IN TOWN.

HRS. MON.-FRI. 8 A.M. -10 P.M.
SAT. 8 A.M. -5:30 P.M.

D&J QUICK CLEEN
Brookdale Shopping Center
LOVE SONG
WED. RING
$175
MAN'S 175

Can You

VOTE

Dramatic design and a per
fect diamond make Keepsake
the perfect gift.

In Moorhead's Nov. 2 City Election?

You Can IF:

REGISTERED

DIAMOND

RINGS

"The Store With A Gift"

A . You will be 18 yrs. or older on Nov. 2;
B . You will have lived in a given Moorhead precinct

at least 30 days by Nov. 2;
C . Y O U H A V E P R E - R E G I S T E R E D in
Moorhead City Clerk's Office, 417 Center Ave.
ONor BEFOREOCT. 12TH.

the

Wimmer's
Jewelry
610 MAIN, FARGO
232-2008
OPEN EVENINGS BY
APPOINTMENT
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MSC opens NIC hosting Winona
By JIM BART

Northern
Intercollegiate
Conference enters its first week
of conference football action
with three games scheduled
Saturday.
University of MinnesotaMorris will host St. Cloud State,
Michigan Tech travels to
Marshall, Minn, to play
Southwest State and Winona
State invades Alex Nemzek
Field for a 3:30 game with the
Dragons.
Michigan Tech has been
chosen by the NIC coaches as
pre-conference favorite in a poll
conducted by St. Paul news
media.
Huskies have the potential to
capture the conference crown
for third consecutive year with
18 of 22 starters returning.
Should Huskies win, it would be
the first time any team has won
or shared NIC title three
consecutive seasons since 1961
when Mankato turned the trick.

Michigan Tech shared top
spot last season with Morris and
St. Cloud. All three teams
posted 5-1 records.

Dragon coach Ross Fortier is
optimistic about the season
ahead but is looking realistically
at the situation, he picks MSC to
finish in the middle of the pack
with Michigan Tech as his title
choice followed by Morris and
St. Cloud.

Fortier is eagerly awaiting
homecoming game with Winona
Saturday with hopes of starting
conference season with a
victory. Dragons are 0-2 in nonconference games.
Dragons defeated Winona last
year 36-14. Winona managed to
win only one conference game
last year, 7-0, over Southwest
State. Their conference record
was 1-5.
Warriors finished in a threeway tie for last place last season
with Bemidji State and
Southwest. MSC was 3-3 in the
conference last year.
Winona comes into
Saturday's game with an

identical 0-2 record, having lost
ot LaCrosse State of Wisconsin,
56-0 and University of Wisconsin
- Milwaukee, 25-0.
But Fortier is not looking past
any opponents at this stage of
the game.

"Winona is a young team that
is just beginning to get its
program together," Fortier
says, "But we never know when
they may break out of their
slump. I think they are capable
of beating any team in the
league if they put a good game
together."

Fortier's scouting team
headed by Jerry Hegna,
reported that Winona is a young
team. Warriors have 31
freshmen on their roster of 58
players. They have only eight
returning regulars.
Also fresh to the team this
year is their head coach. Robert
Keister is in his first year as
head coach after serving 10
years as assistant to Madeo
"Moon" Molinari.
Keister is hoping to improve
on last year's 2-7 over-all
record. Warriors are 4-14 over

past two seasons.
Working under Keister is"
Myron Smith, only coach
retained for 1971 season. Smith
is in his fifth year at Winona. He
coached for 18 years previously
at RedWing, Minn.
Five new assistant coaches
were hired for this year. They
are Randy Gronert, Wally
Madland, Tim Webb, Bill
McNary and Tom Barth, a
former small college AilAmerican linebacker at
Plattville (Wis.) State.
Fortier is expected to go with
the same line up he has started
in two previous games.
He was disappointed that he
did not get the opportunity to
experiment more in past
games.

"I'm sorry that the last two
games have been so close that
there was no room to implement
new people into the game,"t
Fortier said, "We have only 25
Ross Fortier (left) MSC
people on our roster with any
real game experience. This has head coach talks over strategv
to be a detriment to our squad." with quarterback Karl Oelkeir
He was lavish in his praise of during last week's 28-7 loss to
defensive squad in the Duluth C o n c o r d i a . F o r t i e r i s
beginning his second y$&r at
game.
"I would have to say we t h e h e l m . ( A D V O C A T E
c o n t r o l l e d t h e l i n e o f PHOTO)

scrimmage well against Duluth,
which is basically a fine running
team.
"We really shut off their
running game." he continued,
"It was the best effort we have
had against them."
In continuing to heap rewards
on the defense, Fortier pointed
out that Tom Brenny,
sophomore linebacker, had
been sick in bed two days before
the game and had played very
well. He also emphasized that
John Pyle, sophomore
linebacker, had played his best
game ever.

category. Dragons have
fumbled the ball away seven
times in last two games.

"Ballhandling is our biggest
weakness," he explained, "We
made a lot of yards in Duluth
game (257), but we were not
consistent."
One thing that has been in
Fortier's favor has been lack of
injuries.
"We have had two hard
knocking football games and
have been without any
injuries," he said.
George Spanish received a
Mistakes have been the slight shoulder bruise in second
biggest headache for Fortier quarter against Duluth, but
and fumbles are the prime played the remainder of second
half.

Kunningback Dave Bruggeman escapes
the futeless diving effort by Duluth's Todd

Anderson (20) on his way to a 15 yard gain
in the second quarter.
{Jjm

Dragon
4- Greatest year in Dragon
basketball history (24-2) was
followed by the finest recruiting
year in coach Marv Skarr's four
years at Moorhead. Joining
Dragons basketball program
are freshmen Tom Pederson
(Alexandria), John Carlson
(Marshall), Kevin Nickel
(Storden), Keith Renneke
(Wood Lake) Don Johnson
(East Grand Forks) and Dave
Canton (Moorhead), along with
JC product Paul Hanson
(Moorhead) and transfers John
Clayton and Mike Kern from
Indiana, Craig Hildreth from
Mayville State and Lee Simms
(Ohio).
+ The 1971-72 Dragon
wrestling schedule is another
demanding test for the men of
coach Bill Garland. Included
are dual matches against such
powers as Southern Illinois,
Eastern Michigan, Superior
State, Winona State, Northern
Iowa and North Dakota State
University. In addition, the
Dragon will enter tournaments
at Northern Iowa and
Oklahoma State University, the
NIC tourney and the NCAA
College Division championships
at Oswego, N.Y.

+ Dragons enjoyed one of
their most productive spring
sports campaigns on record in
1971. Dragon golf team repeated
as NIC team champions for
second year in a row, with Pete
Houghton (Fargo, N.D.) edging
Dragon teammate Craig Rude
(Fergus Falls) for the medalist
honors. Dragon track squad
finished second at the NIC
outdoor meet in Winona, after
winning the conference indoor
crown earlier. Dragon tennis
squad ended third in the league
tournament at Minneapolis
while Dragon baseball team
finished fifth in the NIC.
-f Moorhead finished with
second finest overall athletic
record in NIC last season,
winning conference titles in
basketball, indoor track and
golf.
+ The 1971-72 Dragon
basketball schedule features a
Jan. 15 meeting with powerful
Oral Roberts University at
Tulsa, Okla. In addition,
Dragons will defend their team
title at Granite City Classic at
St. Cloud State at Christmas.

Bart)

Nemzek Open To Students
7 a.m. - 10p.m. M-F
xcept during class hours and
on game nights. Gymnasium,
paddleball, weights,
gymnastics (for two or more
persons), basketball, and
handball.

Dragon football
schedule
Sept. 25
1-Winona State College
Oct. 2
1- Bemidji State Co'lege
Oct. 9 — Kearney State (Neb.)
Oct. 16—l-Minnesota-Morris
Oct. 23 — + Southwest State Col lege
Oct. 30—f- Michigan Tech University
Nov. 6—I- St. Cloud State College

Home
Away
Away
Home
Away
Home
Away

3:30
1:30
1:30
3:30
1:30
2:00
1:30

+ NIC Games

Lamb (8^ MooJead

defensive end shot through the
line to wrap up Concordia's quarterback Dan Fahrman forcing a
fumble late in the fourth quarter. Concordia recovered however
continued their drive toward their fourth touchdown.

(Bob Fogel)

